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1- Implementation
• Read First (this document) with 11 pages 

of teacher notes for how to implement 
this curriculum
– Includes links to YouTube videos of all Lecture notes!

• Lab details document with 3 additional 
pages of support

• Unit Plans, 50-min and 90-min versions, for 
CP and Honors classes + editable versions

• NGSS Alignment overview
• How to Write A Great Study Guide 

resource for students
• Conversion Factors Reference Sheet for 

students

Included by Folder:
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2-Packets
• Two 32-page Packets of 

Notes Outlines, Practice 
Handouts, and other 
student handouts for lab 
activities for Physical 
Science CP and Honors

• Packet Answer keys – for 
Both CP and Honors

• Fully animated PPT Answer 
key for the 4 concept study 
guides for use on review 
day

• 4-page guide to accessing 
and using the paperless 
digital packets (for CP and 
Honors) through Google 
Drive™

3-Notes
• Concept 1 Notes: Lab Basics: Safety and 

Equipment– 18 slide ppt
• Concept 2 Notes: Measurement– 18 slide ppt
• Concept 3 Notes: Dimensional Analysis and 

Scientific Notation – 16 slide ppt
• Concept 4 Notes: Scientific Method – 15 slide 

ppt

**All ppts are fully animated in presenter mode and 
include teaching tips and helpful video links in the 

notes section of the slides**

4-Activities
• 12 Lab Safety 

and Equipment 
Lab Stations + 
editable version

• 10 Measurement 
Lab Stations + 
editable version

• 25 Question End 
of Unit Review 
Game

5- Quizzes and Tests
• 2 Math Skills Quizzes – differentiated for CP and Honors

– 2 page PDF + editable version and Answer Key with all work shown
• Unit 1 Test CP 

– 5 page Multiple Choice and Open response Test + editable version and 
Answer Key with all work shown

• Unit 1 Test Honors
– 6 page Multiple Choice and Open Response Test + editable version and 

Answer Key with all work shown



Teacher Notes:
Overview: 
This product is designed to be everything you need to teach your first introductory unit in a 
Physical Science class.  However this product could honestly be used for any first unit of a 
science class, as it is covers foundational skills for any science discipline.  Content covered 
includes: lab safety and equipment, measurement, metric conversions, dimensional analysis, 
scientific notation, and the scientific method. This product includes all of the lecture notes, links 
to the lecture videos on YouTube, packets of student handouts and Cornell Note outlines, a 
review game, quizzes and tests you need. All assessments are differentiated for two levels – CP 
and Honors. Not only that, but the student packets come in a paperless digital version that can 
be used in Google Drive™ and/or Microsoft OneDrive™. This product was designed for my own 
physical science classes, and has been used for 8th grade physical science as well as 9th/10th

grade physical science, setting the foundation for students to later take chemistry and physics.

Packet instead of Interactive Notebook
I started creating packets for my students six years ago, and I love them so much more than 
interactive notebooks. While interactive notebooks are great resources, I have found that 
packet strategy to be a more appropriate tool for using in the secondary classroom setting.  I 
love using the packet for many reasons.  
1. I only have to make copies one time each unit instead of copying handouts every day.  

Even though it takes a while to copy the packets for each student, it saves so much time on 
the day to day.  (Also the last few years I’ve recruited seniors to be my “Teacher’s Aide” and 
have trained them to copy all of my packets for me.  I haven’t seen a copier in four years 
and it’s glorious!). Now you can go DIGITAL and PAPERLESS, never making any copies ever 
again!

2. It puts responsibility back on the students to maintain their biology binder with their packet, 
while also aiding them in practicing organization skills.  It has been incredibly effective for my 
lower level students.  Even though it is a lot of papers at once, I can watch them put it in 
their binder and leave it there, rather than having to hang on to 100 individual papers 
passed out each day. 

3. It makes it so easy to be absent last minute. If you or your child gets sick, sub plans are a 
breeze.  You don’t have to send your teacher neighbor to make copies for you – because 
your students have everything they need.  You just have to tell the sub which pages the 
students need to work on. 

4. The structure is more suited to what students will be doing in college – and one of our goals 
as high school teachers should be to prepare our students for college.  The packet helps 
students learn how to structure notes (I give students Cornell-style note outlines for each 
concept – more on that later) which I have found helps provide scaffolding for them to be 
able to write notes all on their own in later high school years. 

5. Time saver in so many ways – no more time wasted regularly passing out handouts, or having 
to cut and paste things into a notebook. 

6. Students do a better job keeping up with returned graded work because every page is 
numbered so they can put graded assignments right back into the packet where it came 
from. 

7. You no longer need a filing cabinet – you can keep all of your curriculum and keys 
organized in binders!  See picture on page 12.
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In short…
The best evidence I have of why I love the packet strategy is that I had a 96% pass 
rate on the state standardized End-of-Course exam for Non-Honors students and a 
100% pass rate for honors students.  This was at a South Carolina public school with 
over 50% of the students being below the poverty line.  My average score on the 
EOC (all 200+ students combined that I taught over 2 years) was a 90%.  I believe 
this success is due to multiple factors, but I attribute a lot of it to the packet 
curriculum I have designed.  Honestly, I could go on and on about the packet as a 
resource and why I love it so much, but I think you will find as you use it that you will 
fall in love with it too. 

Next Generation Science Standard Alignment:
My complete Physical Science Full year curriculum bundle is entirely aligned to 
NGSS.  This unit doesn’t correlate to any particular Next Gen standards, however it is 
a foundational unit that lays the groundwork of skills necessary to be able to later 
achieve standards (like MS-PS2-3, MS-PS2-5, MS-pS3-1, etc.) that require students to 
be able to conduct scientific investigations and make graphical displays of data.

Prior Knowledge: 
This is the first unit I teach in physical science, so I do not expect students to have 
any significant prior knowledge, other than being familiar with certain topics (like lab 
safety, equipment and scientific method) that were most likely taught in previous 
science classes.  This unit is math-heavy, as is most of the rest of my physical science 
curriculum.  Students do best if they have taken Algebra 1 prior to taking this class, 
however, I’ve successfully used this curriculum many times with students who are 
concurrently taking Algebra 1 with this class, so it is manageable either way.

When to use: 
This is designed to be the first unit in your physical science class.  It can also be used 
as the first unit in any science class that needs a review of foundational science skills.  
I believe the resources I have provided in this product are everything you need to 
teach this unit.  However, if you know that your students don’t have the prior 
knowledge I’ve mentioned above, or if you do the scientific method practice and 
realize they need more of it, I strongly encourage you to add in some additional 
practice handouts to the packet I’ve designed.  Every class is different and some 
will need more support than others, especially with regards to math skills – and that is 
totally okay!  Although some components of this product are editable, I 
unfortunately cannot provide the packet as an editable resource in order to protect 
the integrity of my work, and the work of different TpT clip artists, as well as the time 
and effort I have put into creating it.  I hope you understand!
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Assessment: 
I did not include point values on any of the handouts in order to provide you the 
freedom to grade things how you so desire.  On this page I am going to provide you an 
overview of my grading strategy for you to reference.  Feel free to adopt this or make it 
entirely your own.  It is completely up to you!

After much research and number crunching over the last few years, this is the most 
accurate grading technique that I have come up with.  I divide the gradebook into 
two simple categories:  MAJOR grades and MINOR grades.  Within each category, 
different assessments are worth different amounts of points, based on length, depth, 
and complexity.  Below I will give you an idea of what goes into each category.   

Major grades = 60% of the student’s overall grade
• Tests = 100 pts

– Unit 1 only has 1 test, which would count as a 100 pt major grade

• Quizzes = 25 pts
– Unit 1 has only 1 quiz, which would count as a 25 pt major grade

• Projects = 100 pts
– I like to do 1 project per quarter to give students an opportunity to show their understanding 

of the content in a non-traditional way.  This first unit does not come with a project (but unit 2 
Motion and force does!)

Minor Grades = 40% of the student’s overall grade
• Labs/In-Class activities = 10-100 pts

– The amount of points I give students is completely dependent on the length and depth of the 
activity.  I also do not grade every single in-class activity the students do.  For instance, in this 
unit, I would not collect and grade any of the Lab Station activities.  We would just go over 
them as a class.  If I did feel like giving them a grade, I would just circle the class and do a 10-
15 pt spot check grade for it before drawing names and going over the answers. 

– An activity that lasts only half of a 50-minute class period would usually only be worth 25 pts.  
An activity that lasts an entire class period is usually worth 50 pts for me, and an activity that 
takes more than 1 class period to complete would be worth 100 pts for me. Examples: 
• Candy Graphing Activity and Fudge Lab would be graded for 50 pts.
• All of the various practice handouts (Temperature conversions, Metric Conversions, Dimensional 

Analysis, and scientific notation) would all be done for homework, and gone over first thing at 
the start of the next class.  Thus I would do a spot check during my students Prime Times (see next 
page) for 10 pts and grade it for completion.  That way we can immediately go over it together 
in class! 

• Some of the other practice handouts (like scientific method) I wouldn’t even grade.  They would 
just be done as in class practice.  The only time I would give them a grade would be if we ran 
out of time in class to complete and I had them finish for homework.  Then I would spot check 
them for a 10 pt completion grade during the bell ringer the next day before going over like 
mentioned above.  So speaking of bell ringers…
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Assessment (continued): 
Minor Grades = 40% of the student’s overall grade
• Daily Quizzes/Bell Ringers = 5 pts per day, usually totaling 25 pts for the week (if 

there is one every day)
– This is something I have fallen in love with doing, but not every teacher does which is why I do 

not include my daily quizzes/bell ringers with this product (if you would like to purchase, you 
can find the link on page 14.  They are $5 per unit or cheaper if you buy as a bundle.)  I call 
my bell ringers “Prime Times” because I believe the first 5 minutes of class is the most 
important time of the day.  I love that my students are in a routine and come in ready to work 
as soon as they get to my room because they know they will have a Prime Time.  If you would 
like to know more about how I implement these, again, check them out in my store!  The gist 
is that students have 3-5 questions a day on the board when they come in.  They use the 
same sheet of paper each day to write their answers on.  I give them 5 minutes at the start of 
class to answer the questions, then they pass them over and I collect them and grade each 
day.  They count for 5 pts a day.  At the end of the week I add up the points based on how 
many we did and give them a score for the week.  I grade these for accuracy but I allow 
students to use their notes.  This way I ensure students are writing good notes, keeping up 
when they are absent, and getting the basics of what we covered the day before. I also like 
it because I go over the answers as soon as I collect them so I know if the majority of students 
are getting what we did the day before or not so I can address issues before we move on to 
new material.  

• Homework = Concept Study Guides = 10 pts each
– It is really important to me to teach my 8th-10th grade students how to study before they get 

further into advanced classes.  However, most students don’t even know where to begin with 
studying!  This is why I have students create their own study guides.  

– I divide each unit into 3-5 concepts (Note: This unit only has 4 concepts.)  Students make a 
study guide for each concept.  You can have them either turn them in at different points 
throughout the unit to be graded for 10 pts each, or check them all for completion at the 
end of the unit, for a 30-50 pt grade, depending on how many concepts there are.  I have 
my biology students turn them in throughout the unit (this is because biology is so much 
memorization and I don’t give much other HW other than studying) but I have my physical 
science students just show them all to me two days before our test and we go over them as a 
class.  This is because physical science has more skills that I have to give students practice 
problems for HW to master, so This puts less pressure on them this way to just have it all due at 
one time.

– All unit tests provided in this product and future products are aligned with the objectives, 
vocabulary, and practice outlined on the front page of each packet.  Because of this (and 
because students need lots of support, especially as 8th-10th graders, to know how to study) I 
have students use this front page to make their study guides from.  They have to answer each 
objective, define each vocabulary term, and answer any practice questions in order to 
make an adequate study guide. I do not make them write anything for the italicized
objectives.

– I do allow them some freedom in this.  Some students like to type these, some hand write 
them.  I also encourage students to make them as visual as possible.  They shouldn’t write 
study guides in paragraph form.  I encourage them to make Venn diagrams, tables, and 
other charts to make their study guides visually appealing – and something they would like to 
study from. 

– For the vocabulary portion, a lot of students make flashcards or use Quizlet (an online 
flashcard making tool.)  This is great, but I do make them turn these in with their study guide 
so I can check them.  For Quizlet, students just print them out and staple to the back of their 
objectives. 

– See “How to make a great Study Guide” in the Implementation folder for more guidelines.
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Materials:
• Hole-punched copies of packet for each student to put in their binders (or distributed 

digital paperless packets to students via Google Drive™ or Microsoft OneDrive™)
• Printed (and I prefer laminated) Lab Station Cards (in “Activities” Folder)
• Lab Stations: Safety and Equipment: 

– Small beaker with clear nail polish remover in it for station 7
– Small beaker with salt in it for station 8
– (Optional) scale, graduated cylinder, stopwatch, ruler, and thermometer for station 5
– (Optional) Erlenmeyer flask, graduated cylinder, test tube, and beaker for station 6

• Lab Stations: Measurement: 
– Station 1: Test tube, test tube rack, beaker of water, pipette or dropper
– Station 2: Meter stick
– Station 3: Beaker of water, thermometer
– Station 4: Scale, object (you can literally use anything)
– Station 5: Beaker of water, graduated cylinder
– Station 6: Erlenmeyer flask with water in it 
– Station 7: Ruler, piece of string or yarn
– Station 8: 2 meter sticks
– Station 9: scale, 5 pennies
– Station 10: Stopwatch

• **Additional Fudge Lab materials are listed in the “Lab Details” document in the 
Implementation folder**

• Copies of tests and quizzes
• (Optional) mini white boards and white board markers for review game

Implementation:
Over the next few pages I will be providing commentary for how to implement this curriculum, 
based on the unit plans included in the “Implementation” file folder.  Be sure to have a copy of 
the unit plan open or printed out as you read through this so It makes the most sense.  For this 
unit, because it Is so foundational, there is very little differentiation between CP and Honors, 
other than a few practice questions and the quizzes and test.  As we delve into more 
challenging content in future units, you will see much more differentiation.  In general, I give CP 
students a lot more support and guidance as I teach them, and the honors students are 
expected to work more independently.  If there are any other differences between 
implementation for both levels, I will include those in the following pages. Check out the NGSS 
Alignment Overview document in this folder for tips for how to teach through this unit using 
NGSS phenomena.

Please use the unit plans and these notes as a guideline for your class.  Teaching and plans 
have to be flexible and be able to be adjusted based on student needs.  This first unit is written 
to take 17 days for both my CP and honors classes.  But I’ve seen it take up to 21 days before 
due to a variety of reasons, so please adjust as needed! Editable versions of unit plans are 
provided for that exact reason!

Note: All unit plans and implementation notes are based off a 50-minute class period.
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Implementation:
• Day 1: We have a “Back to School” orientation day before school starts where 

students come meet their teachers and get their syllabi, textbooks, and other class 
information.  Because of this, I don’t have to spend a lot of time doing normal “1st

day” stuff.  I do like to go over the basics, and then immediately jump in to the 
safety and equipment stations, so students know they can expect to work in my 
class. These stations also allow students to get out of their seats, since they have 
most likely just been sitting and reading through syllabi most of the day in their 
classes. You may have time in class on day 1 to start going over them, and if so, 
great!  If not you will have time tomorrow. Side note: I LOVE using popsicle sticks to 
go over things and call on students.  At the beginning of the year I write each 
student’s name on a stick and have a plastic bag for each class.  I try to make sure 
I use this bag to call on every student at least once a class period.  I also use it to 
make random lab groups!  I say this now because this is the way I would go over 
the stations!
– I have provided an editable version of the cards in case there is any safety or equipment 

missing from my station cards that you want to add or change out!  

• Day 2: Go over Safety stations from yesterday. I don’t grade these since every 
student is coming in with different background knowledge. After, do slides 1-11 of 
Concept 1 Notes.  Hopefully a lot of this they have already thought through from 
when they did the safety stations yesterday!  Then have students work on their own 
or with a neighbor to do the Lab Safety scenarios practice.  They can finish for HW 
if needed.

• Day 3: Check and go over Lab Safety HW.  Any time I give HW I check it for a 10 pt
completion grade, which I check during their “Prime Time” daily quiz/Bell ringer at 
the start of class.  I keep track of all my grades on a clipboard and input them into 
the online gradebook at the end of the day, making it easy for me to walk around 
and record.  I like to check for completion because then I can immediately go 
over it after our bell ringer.  I would have different students read the scenarios and 
then their neighbor or another student share what they wrote and talk through 
these as a class.  Then finish Concept 1 notes (slides 12-18) on lab equipment.  I like 
to have the physical lab equipment on a cart up front so I can show them in 
person as they take notes.  Then I would give them time to complete the LAB 
Equipment ID practice before going over as a class.  This is a nice little check for 
them to see if they got it all from the notes.  Then students can start working on 
their HW (the crossword puzzle) if they have time. 

• Day 4:  Check and go over crossword puzzle HW.  Then lecture through slides 1-12 
of Concept 2 Notes on standard units and temperature conversions.  Use the built 
in practice questions to walk around and monitor kids.  I like to have students 
come up and work them out on the board too.  If time, students can start their 
temperature conversions HW in class.  I do not give them credit unless they show all 
work!!
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Unit Plans (+ editable versions) 
for both CP and Honors

Includes 50-minute and 90-minute pacing

Course:  Physical Science 

Unit 1: Scientific Method 

Learning Objectives Determination of Evidence Standards Met 
Student will be able to… 
 
- Identify safe and unsafe behaviors in a given scenario. 
- Identify and describe the use of lab equipment given a picture or actual piece 

of equipment. 
- Describe the uses of various safety equipment.  
- Demonstrate the appropriate way to behave in lab. 
- Use an example to explain the difference between accuracy and precision. 
- Calculate an average. 
- Given data, be able to determine if it is accurate, precise, or both.  
- Convert temperature measurements into Celsius, Fahrenheit, or Kelvin. 
- Convert metric measurements. 
- Make precise and accurate measurements with various lab equipment.  
- Use dimensional analysis to convert numbers into different units.  
- Convert numbers in standard notation into scientific notation.  
- Convert numbers in scientific notation into standard notation.  
- Make qualitative observations, quantitative observations, and inferences 

about a picture or scenario.  
- Given a sample experiment, be able to write a hypothesis and identify the 

independent variable, dependent variable, constants, control group, and 
experimental group(s).    

- Explain the importance of both constants and a control group to an 
experiment.   

- Explain the relationship between independent and dependent variables within 
a hypothesis. 

- Explain the difference between an observation and an inference. 
- List the components of the scientific method. 
- Determine the type of graph most appropriate for a given data set. 
- Be able to conduct a scientific experiment. 
- Be able to organize data from an experiment in a chart, table, or graph and 

interpret it. 
- Analyze data with respect to a hypothesis and draw an appropriate 

conclusion. 
 
 
 
 

The following assessments will provide 
evidence of student learning:  
 
Classwork/Labs:  
- Lab Stations: Safety and Equipment 
- Practice: Lab Safety Scenarios 
- Practice: Lab Equipment Identification 
- Activity: Lab Safety and Equipment Puzzle 
- Practice: Temperature Conversions 
- Practice: Metric Conversions 
- Lab Stations: Measurement 
- Practice: Dimensional Analysis 
- Practice: Scientific Notation 
- Lab: Let’s Make Fudge 
- Activity: Candy Graphing 
- Practice: Scientific Method 
 
Homework:  
- Concepts 1-4 Study Guides  

 
Tests:  
- Unit 1: Concepts 1-4 

 
Projects/Reports:  
None 

Next Generation 
Science Standards 
by NSTA: 
MS-PS2-3 
MS-PS2-5 
MS-PS3-1 
 
Note: This unit 
doesn’t correlate to 
any particular 
NGSS standards, 
however it is a 
foundational unit 
laying the 
groundwork of 
skills necessary to 
be able to later 
achieve standards 
like the three listed 
above, which 
require students to 
be able to conduct 
scientific 
investigations and 
make graphical 
displays of data.   
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Day Learning Objectives Methods/Activities Assessments Homework NGSS 
Standards 

1 Introduction/ Course 
Expectations; 

Lab Safety 

-Review Course Expectations/Procedures 
-Start Lab Safety and Equipment Stations p.2 
 

-Informal questioning and 
discussion 

  

2 
 
 
 

Lab Safety  -Go over Safety Stations p.2 
-Concept 1 Notes p.3-4 (slides 1-11) 
-Practice: Lab Safety Scenarios p.7 (HW) 
 

-Informal questioning and 
discussion 

-Finish p.7 for 
homework (if 
needed) 
 

 

3 Lab Safety and Equipment 
 

-Check p.7 HW and go over 
-Finish Concept 1 Notes p.5-6 (slides 12-18) 
-Practice: Lab Equipment Identification p.8 

-p.7 HW 
-Lab Equipment 
Identification Practice p.8 
-Informal questioning and 
discussion 

-Activity: Lab Safety 
and Equipment 
Puzzle p.9 

 

4 Measurement 
Temperature Conversions 

-Check p.9 HW and go over 
-Concept 2 Notes p.10-12 (slides 1-12) 
-Practice: Temperature Conversions p.14 
(HW) 

-p.9 HW 
-Informal questioning and 
discussion 

-Finish p.14 for 
homework (if 
needed) 

 

5 Measurement 
Metric Conversions 

-Check p.14 HW and go over 
-Finish Concept 2 Notes p.12-13 (slides 13-
18) 
-Practice: Metric Conversions p.15 (HW) 

-p.14 HW 
-Informal questioning and 
discussion 

-Finish p.15 for 
homework (if 
needed) 

 

6 Measurement -Check p.15 HW and go over 
-Lab Stations: Measurement p.16  
-Finish conversions on p.16 for HW (if 
needed) 

-p.15 HW 
-Lab Stations p.16 
-Informal questioning and 
discussion 

-Finish p.16 Lab 
stations conversions 
(if needed) 

 

7 Dimensional Analysis -Collect and grade or check and go over p.16 
Lab Stations  
-Concept 3 Notes p.17-18 (slides 1-9) 
-Practice: Dimensional Analysis p.20 (HW) 

-p.16 Lab Stations 
-Informal questioning and 
discussion 

-Finish p.20 for 
homework (if 
needed) 

 

8 Scientific Notation 
Dimensional Analysis 

-Check p.20 HW and go over 
-Finish Concept 3 Notes p.18-19 (slides 10-
16) 
-Practice: Scientific Notation p.21 
-Introduce Fudge Lab p.22, assign 5 
ingredient conversions on p.22 for HW  

-p.20 HW 
-SN Practice p.21 
-Informal questioning and 
discussion 

-Fudge Lab 
Calculations on p.22 

 

9 Measurement 
Dimensional Analysis 

Scientific Notation 

-Check Fudge Lab calculations on p.22.  
Students make corrections, as needed. 
-Fudge Lab p.22-24, turn in after 
 

-Fudge Lab p.22-24 
-Informal questioning and 
discussion 

-Finish Analysis 
questions on p.24 of 
Fudge Lab if you 
didn’t in class 
-Study for Quiz 

 



2 hands-on engaging lab activities 
(Materials needed are listed below for each lab)

Let’s Make Fudge! Lab Sample

Candy Graphing Activity Sample

Materials:
• Students bring 

in regular sized 
bag of candy

• Graph paper
• Ruler
• Colored 

Pencils
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2 different Lab Station/Task Card Activities 
+ Editable Versions to add more stations/cards

1.##Suppose#you#are#going#to#begin#a#scien3fic#inves3ga3on.##
What#should#be#one#of#the#first#things#everyone#in#your#group#
should#do?#

2.#Imagine#this#is#your#group’s#lab#area.##What#is#wrong#here?##
#

3.#Why#is#it#important#to#keep#your#lab#area#neat#and#3dy?#

4.#Who#is#more#appropriately#dressed#to#work#in#lab,#person#A#or#
B?##Explain.##
#

5.#Come#up#with#3#rules#for#appropriate#lab#dress#code.##

A# B#

6.#What#should#you#do#if#you#break#any#of#the#glassware?##
#

7.#Should#you#use#the#equipment#above?##Why#or#why#not?##

Measure'the'capacity'of'the'test'tube'
using'a'pipe3e'or'dropper'and'the'

water'from'the'beaker.'''
'

Record'the'volume'in'mL.$
'

*Return'the'water'to'the'beaker'when'
you’re'finished!'

'

Measure'the'distance'from'the'floor'to'
the'top'of'the'desk'using'a'meter'sAck.''

'
Record'the'distance'in'meters.'''

'

Measure'the'temperature'of'the'water'
using'a'thermometer.''

'

Record'the'temperature'in'°C.'''
'

*Remove'the'thermometer'when'
finished!'

'

Measure'the'mass'of'the'top'and'
bo3om'of'a'Petri'dish'using'the'digital'

scale'or'balance.''
'

Record'the'mass'in$grams.'
'

*Remove'the'dish'from'the'scale'when'
finished!'

'

Lab Equipment and Safety Stations/Task 
Cards sample
(12 in total)

Measurement Stations/Task Cards Sample
(10 in total)
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Conc. 1 Notes Sample

Conc. 2 Notes Sample

4 Powerpoints of Notes
67 slides - all with editable text

Embedded examples with answers included
Fully animated presentations in slideshow mode

Teaching Tips included in notes section
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Conc. 3 Notes Sample

Conc. 4 Notes Sample

© It’s Not Rocket Science 

4 Powerpoints of Notes
67 slides - all with editable text

Embedded examples with answers included
Fully animated presentations in slideshow mode

Teaching Tips included in notes section



First page of packet splits the unit into 4 concepts: Lab Safety and 
Equipment, Measurement, Dimensional Analysis and Scientific 

Notation, and Scientific Method.  Each concept is broken down into 
objectives, vocabulary, and practice that students will use to 

create study guides from. 

Scientific Method Unit © It’s Not Rocket Science 2017  1 

Unit Topic: Scientific Method 
  

Essential Question: How does the nature of science, scientific method, dimensional analysis, scientific notation, lab 
equipment and safety serve as a foundation for what we learn about in physical science throughout the year? 

 
 
 

Concept 1: 
Lab Basics: Safety and 

Equipment 
 

Objectives:  
Identify safe and unsafe 
behaviors in a given 
scenario. 
  

Identify and describe the 
use of lab equipment 
given a picture or actual 
piece of equipment. 
 
Vocabulary:  
Beaker 
Erlenmeyer flask 
Test tube 
Graduated cylinder 
Watch glass 
Mortar and pestle 
Funnel 
Pipette 
Beaker tongs 
Spatula 
Digital scale 
Bunsen burner 
Hot plate 
 
Practice:  
1. Describe the uses of 

the following safety 
equipment: eye 
wash, 
chemical/safety 
shower, fire blanket, 
and fire 
extinguisher.  
 

2. Describe the 
appropriate way to 
smell an unknown 
substance in lab. 

Concept 2: 
Measurement 

 
Objectives:  
Use an example to explain the 
difference between accuracy and 
precision. 
 
Calculate an average. 
 

Given data, be able to determine if 
it is accurate, precise, or both.  
 

Convert temperature measurements 
into Celsius, Fahrenheit, or Kelvin. 
 

Convert metric measurements. 
 

Make precise and accurate 
measurements with various lab 
equipment.  
 
Vocabulary:  
Accuracy 
Precision 
Meniscus  
 
Practice:  
3. List the SI units for length, 

mass, volume, time and 
temperature. 
 

4. The following data was 
collected for a runner’s speed: 4 
mi/hr, 3 mi/hr, 6.9 mi/hr, and 7 
mi/hr.   
a. Is this data precise?  

Explain.  
b. If the runner tends to run 

5 mi/hr, is this data an 
accurate representation of 
the runner’s ability?  
Explain. 
 

5. Convert the following values:  
a. 150 cm to mm 
b. 1,200 ks to s 

 

6. Convert the following values:  
a. 20°C to °F 
b. 300 K to °C 
c. 98°F to K 

Concept 3: 
Dimensional Analysis 
and Scientific Notation	
 
Objectives:  
Use dimensional analysis 
to convert numbers into 
different units.  
 

Convert numbers in 
standard notation into 
scientific notation.  
 

Convert numbers in 
scientific notation into 
standard notation.  
 
Vocabulary:  
Conversion factors 
 
Practice:  
7. Use dimensional 

analysis to convert 
the following values.  
a. 191 days to 

seconds 
b. 32 lbs to 

grams 
c. 21 mm to 

yards 
 

8. Write the 
following values 
in scientific 
notation.  

a. 787,000 
b. 4,990,000 
c. 0.0413 
d. 0.00000011 

 

9. Write the 
following values 
in standard 
notation. 

a. 6.9 x 10-3 
b. 7.008 x 106 
c. 1.02 x 102 
d. 5.0553 x 10-4 

 

 

Concept 4: 
Scientific Method	

 
Objectives:  
Make qualitative observations, 
quantitative observations, and 
inferences about a picture or scenario.  
 

Given a sample experiment, be able to 
write a hypothesis and identify the 
independent variable, dependent 
variable, constants, control group, 
and experimental group(s).    
 

Explain the importance of both 
constants and a control group to an 
experiment.   
 
Vocabulary:  
Science 
Observation 
Inference 
Law 
Theory 
Hypothesis 
Independent variable 
Dependent variable 
Constant 
Control group 
Experimental group 
Quantitative 
Qualitative  
 
Practice:  
10. List the six steps in the scientific 

method. Beside them list the nine 
components of a lab report. 
 

11. Outline a sample experiment you 
could set up to investigate the 
effect of drinking Starbucks on 
student test scores. List all 
components in the 2nd objective 
above. 

 

12. List the type of graph that would 
be most appropriate in the 
following scenarios: 
a. Percentage of students in 

each grade in the school. 
b. The change in mass of 

firewood before heating and 
after. 

c. The effect of the amount of 
conditioner used on hair 
length. 
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Two 28-page CP and Honors Packets with 
all student handouts for the entire unit



Along with practice, lab station answer sheets, and lab 
investigation handouts, each packet also includes 
Cornell note outlines that go along with each 

PowerPoint. 

Sample: Concept 2 Notes (Cornell Notes Outline)
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Concept 2 Notes: Measurement 
Questions/Vocabulary 

 
    Measurement  
 
     Accuracy     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Precision 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Example #1: If a student knows 85% of the material for the test but 
makes a 70% on the test, is the measurement accurate, precise, or 
neither?  
 
 
 
 
Example #2: Mrs. Joyner’s dog, Millie, is known to weigh 65 lbs.  
Millie goes to the vet and is weighed three times at 71 lbs, 70.5 lbs, 
and 71.1 lbs.  Are these measurements accurate, precise, or 
neither? 

  
 
 
 
    Average  
 
 
 
 
 

Example #3: Callie measures her flower to be 30 cm tall.  Jeff 
measures the plant to be 45 cm tall.  Liam measures the plant to be 
36 cm tall.  Find the plant’s average height. 
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    Standard Units 
      
     Standard 
 
 
 
     SI System 
 
 
 
    Base Units  
 
     Length 
 
 
 
     Mass 
 
 
 
     Volume 
 
 
 
     Time 
 
 
 
     Temperature 
 
 
     
 
      Temperature Conversions 
 
 
 
 
 

Example #4: Mrs. Smith is going on vacation to Greece for 
her anniversary and the weather is predicted to be 27 °C.  
Mrs. Smith lives in the U.S. though and doesn’t know what 
to pack for this weather.  Help her determine the 
temperature in °F so she can pack. 
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       Practice Time! 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
    SI Prefixes  

 
These prefixes are used to avoid very large or very small numbers.  They attach to 
the unit name.  Ex. Milligram = mg 
 

1 Mega (     ) = 1,000,000 base units 

1 Kilo (     ) = 1,000 base units 

1 hecta (     ) = 100 base units 

1 deka (     ) = 10 base units 

BASE UNIT  

10 deci (     ) = 1 base unit  

100 centi (     ) = 1 base unit 

1,000 milli (     ) = 1 base unit  

1,000,000 micro (     ) = 1 base unit 

1,000,000,000 nano (     ) = 1 base unit 

     
    Metric Conversions 
     

1.  Write down given number and unit.  
 

2. Draw picket fence.  
 

3. Use chart to fill in appropriate conversion factors, making sure matching units 
are on opposite sides of fence to cancel out.  

 
4. Multiply the top line across and the bottom line across.  

 
5. Divide the top by the bottom.  
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Example #5: How many meters are there in 48 km? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example #6: How many kilograms are there in 45,456 mg? 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Practice Time! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 Explain the reasoning behind having a standard system for measurement.  List the 
Summary Concept 2 standard units we learned about in this concept. 
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Cornell Notes leave a margin for students to highlight terms and write questions 
as they go back and study their notes.  Cornell Notes also leave room at the end 
of notes for students to summarize what they learned.  The CP summary sections 

have questions to help them summarize. 



Packet also includes…
2 lab station/task card activity answer sheets 

8 practice sheets covering: lab safety, equipment, 
temperature conversions, metric conversions, dimensional 

analysis, scientific notation, and scientific method.
+ all lab handouts
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Lab Stations: Safety and Equipment 
 

Travel to each station in the room and write your answers to the questions at each station below.  You do not have to go 
in order, just make sure you get to every station! 

 
Station 1 Station 2 

Station 3 Station 4 

Station 5 Station 6 

Station 7 Station 8 

Station 9 Station 10 

Lab safety and 
equipment 

answer sheet

Lab Equipment 
Practice

Metric 
Conversions 

Practice

Scientific 
Method 

Practice
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Includes access to Paperless Digital 
versions of the student packets that can be 
used in Google Drive™ or Microsoft OneDrive™

Perfect for teachers in 1:1 classrooms, looking to integrate more 
educational technology, or go PAPERLESS!  Get all of the same content, 
organization, and ease of the paper packets, without all of the copies!
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NGSS Alignment Overview 

A helpful resource for teachers using the Next Generation Science 
Standards* that shows alignment of the unit to Next Gen standards, 

science and engineering practices, and crosscutting concepts. 

Document also includes a list of suggested introductory 
phenomena.  Tips for transitioning to NGSS can be found on my 

blog here.  Tips for using phenomena can be found here. 

*Note: NGSS is a registered trademark of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and 
partners that developed the Next Generation Science Standards were involved in the 

production of this product, and do not endorse it

https://www.itsnotrocketscienceclassroom.com/2018/05/transitioning-to-next-generation.html
https://www.itsnotrocketscienceclassroom.com/2018/05/using-phenomena-to-teach-ngss.html


2 Math Skills Quizzes
2 Multiple Choice and Open Response Tests

CP and Honors
Detailed Answer Keys + Editable Versions

*PLUS* a
54-slide
Review 
Game!

Name:         
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Math Skills Quiz CP 
 

Show all work as you complete each problem below.  Make sure to circle or put a box around your final answer and 
double check your units! 

 
Part 1: Basic Skills 
 

1. Convert 78°C to K. 
 
 
 
 

2. Convert 25°F to °C. 
 
 
 
 

3. Convert 175 K to °C. 
 
 
 
 

4. Convert 45 centimeters to meters.  
 
 
 

5. Convert 1.6 kilograms to grams.  
 
 
 

6. Convert 3.9 yards to inches. 
 
 
 

7. Convert 2,750 milliliters into gallons.  
 
 
 

8. Convert 10,000 grams to tons. 
 
 
 

9. Write 1.986 x 10-4 in standard notation.  
 
 

10. Write 3.75 x 108 in standard notation.  
 
 

11. Write 5,600 in scientific notation.  
 
 

12. Write 0.00000231 in scientific notation. 
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Part 2: Word Problems 
 

1. Christina is so excited about her wedding that she tells her coworker Meredith it is exactly 43,200 minutes away.  
Help Meredith figure out how many days away the wedding is so that she can add it to her calendar.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Your big brother has been bragging about how he can bench press 4,000 grams at the gym.  Sounds impressive, 
but you know better.  Use your skills to find how many pounds of weight he is actually pressing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Grandma has written up a new apple pie recipe with her crazy units again that you are trying to make.  The recipe 
calls for 6.25 x 10-2 cups of cinnamon.  How many teaspoons do you need? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Bonus: Lindy is going to New England to visit her brother for spring break and wants to know what the weather will be 
like.  Her brother is a chemist, so naturally he tells her it is expected to be 272 Kelvin while she is in town.  Can you help 
her find the temperature in °F so she can know if she should pack a jacket or not? 

Name:   
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Scientific Method Test Honors 
 

Part 1 Multiple Choice: Write the answer that best answers the question in the blank. (1.5 pts each) 
 
_____ 1. What is the part of an experiment that serves as a standard for comparison? 

A. Control Group  B. Constant 
C. Hypothesis   D. Variable 

 
_____ 2.  A testable prediction that predicts a cause and effect relationship between variables is a(n)  . 
  A. analysis   B. hypothesis 
  C. observation   D. inference 
 
_____ 3.  Where does the dependent variable go on a graph? 

A. X-axis   B. Y-axis 
C. In the Title   D. In the Key  

 
_____ 4. Why is it advisable to use tongs when taking a beaker off a laboratory burner? 

A. It prevents spilling.  B. It prevents the beaker from breaking. 
C. It looks cool.   D. It allows you to move it if it is too hot. 

 
_____ 5. A factor in an experiment that changes in response to the independent variable is the ____. 
  A. constant   B. control group 
  C. independent variable  D. dependent variable 
 

  _____ 6.  Using the graduated cylinder to the right, pick the accurate AND precise measurement below.                 
  A.  22.0 mL    B. 20.0 mL 
  C.  22 mL   D. 20 mL 
 
_____ 7. If your lab partner’s clothes catch on fire, you should first ___________. 

A. use a fire extinguisher    B. panic 
C. do nothing.  It will burn out eventually.  D. tell the teacher 

 
_____ 8.  All of the following are steps in the scientific method EXCEPT 

A.  observing and recording data. B.  forming a hypothesis. 
C.  developing a model.    D.  discarding data that doesn’t match the hypothesis. 

 
_____ 9. Which of these would be the BEST way to illustrate the percentage of students receiving A’s, B’s, C’s, D’s and 
F’s on a recent test? 

A. Bar graph   B. Circle Graph 
C. Line Graph   D. Scatter Graph 

 
_____ 10. A factor that does NOT change in an experiment is the   
  A. constant   B control group  
  C. dependent variable  D. independent variable 
 
_____ 11. The “cause” of the experiment, what we are purposefully manipulating or changing is the   
  A. constant   B. control group 
  C. dependent variable  D. independent variable 

 
_____ 12. What is 78,900,000,000 expressed in scientific notation? 

A) 789 x 109 B) 7.89 x 1010 
C) 7.89 x 109 D) 7.89 x 1011 
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41.  2,570 cm to hm (3 pts) 
 
 
 
 
 
42.  58oC to K (3 pts) 
 
 
 
 
 
43.  29oC to F (3 pts) 
 
 
 
 
 
44. 251 K to oF (4 pts) 
 
 
 
 
 
44.  3 miles to feet (4 pts)        
 
 
 
 
 
45.  0.61 tons to grams (4 pts)              
 
 
 
 
 
 
Part 7 Scientific Notation: Convert the following numbers into scientific notation.  Make sure to show all work and 
circle/box your answer so that it stands out.   (2 pts each) 
 
46. 2,075,000  
 
 
47. 0.0041 
 
 
 
Part 8 Standard Notation: Convert the following numbers into standard notation.  Make sure to show all work and 
circle/box your answer so that it stands out.   (2 pts each) 
 
48. 1.17 x 10-4 

 
 
49. 9.081 x 107 
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24. Measure the length of the pencil using the ruler below.  Make sure to include units in your answer. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Part 4 Vocabulary: Match the correct vocabulary term to the definition.  Write your answer in the blank. (1 pt each) 
 

A. Law   D. Inference 
B. Theory                     E. Conversion factor 
C. Observation         F. Waft 

 
______ 25. Method for appropriately smelling unknown substances in lab. 
 
______ 26. An explanation of why things or events happen based on knowledge gained from many observations and 

investigations. 
 
______ 27. Subjective; based on opinions or assumptions. 
 
______ 28. Ratios of equivalent values. 
 
______ 29. Statement about how things happen in nature that seems to be true all the time. 
 
______ 30. Objective; based on information gathered using the five senses. 
 
 
Part 5 Scientific Method: Read the description of a laboratory investigation below.  Use this information to answer 
questions #31-36.  Point values indicated next to each question. 
 

An experiment was designed to investigate the effect of caffeine on the heartbeat of puppies.  Two litters of black 
Labrador puppies were used.  These puppies were the same age, gender, and size.  Litter A was given caffeine and Litter 

B was not.  The heartbeat of the puppies was measured every hour for five hours. 
 
 
31. What is the independent variable in this experiment? (1 pt) 
 
 
32. What is the dependent variable in this experiment? (1 pt) 
 
 
33. Write a hypothesis, in the correct format, for this experiment. (2 pts) 
 
 
 
34. What is the control group in this experiment? (1 pt) 
 
 
35. What is the experimental group in this experiment? (1 pt) 
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Part 9 Lab Equipment: Match the following names with the pictures of the lab equipment below.  Then next to each 
piece of lab equipment, write what it is used for. Note: Not all words will be used. (2 pts each) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Bonus: Mr. Green wants to know how far he can run.  He knows he can run 103,000 mm.  How many miles can he run?  
Show all work if you want to receive credit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Quiz Sample

CP Test Sample

Honors Test 
Sample
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